COVID-19 UPDATE:

One by one, state authorities are ordering the closure of bars and restaurants.

Following the Trump administration's declaration of a national emergency March 13, several states began ordering the closure of bars and restaurant dining rooms to prevent the further spread of coronavirus and COVID-19. As of March 20, two dozen states had mandated closures of restaurants and bars. So far, operators in these states are still allowed to offer limited-contact service options like takeout, curbside-pickup, or delivery. This, however, is subject to change in the coming weeks, as more stringent shelter-in-place orders are quickly being rolled out in high-traffic destinations, from San Francisco, CA, to (most recently) the state of Illinois.
CALIFORNIA:
Chain: 36320
Independent: 58319

COLORADO:
Chain: 5882
Independent: 6931

CONNECTICUT:
Chain: 2667
Independent: 5541

FLORIDA:
Chain: 19251
Independent: 22432

ILLINOIS:
Chain: 12011
Independent: 14646

INDIANA:
Chain: 6334
Independent: 6174

KENTUCKY:
Chain: 4379
Independent: 3252

MASSACHUSETTS:
Chain: 5278
Independent: 10250

MICHIGAN:
Chain: 8783
Independent: 10283

MINNESOTA:
Chain: 4685
Independent: 5205

NEW JERSEY:
Chain: 6219
Independent: 10225

NEW YORK:
Chain: 12709
Independent: 12774

OHIO:
Chain: 11675
Independent: 10819

OREGON:
Chain: 3666
Independent: 7074

PENNSYLVANIA:
Chain: 8982
Independent: 16388

VERMONT:
Chain: 298
Independent: 1281

WASHINGTON:
Chain: 6186
Independent: 10318

WEST VIRGINIA:
Chain: 1658
Independent: 1696

COVID-19 UPDATE:
Nearly 460,000 operators across 24 states are affected, as of March 20, 2020.

According to Datassential Firefly, this includes over 185,000 chain restaurants and over 272,000 independent operators.

Chain and independent restaurants affected by COVID-19 policies, from Datassential Firefly (03/20/20).

*Chain* denotes restaurant operators with 2 or more units.